The cyclic character of pavement loads induces material micro-structural changes inside the pavement layers leading to macro-cracks. Fatigue resistance of asphalt concrete is assessed using different constant strain or stress amplitude cyclic laboratory tests. Two major phenomenological aspects cause the stiffness decrease rate: microcracking which provides mechanical damage and viscoelastic thermal dissipation which affects the binder stiffness. A uncoupled thermomechanical and damage approach is presented for the interpretation of laboratory fatigue tests and applied here to displacement controlled tests. This fatigue interpretation allows a more intrinsic damage evaluation corrected from the thermal effects that do not occur in the field.
Introduction
Fatigue performances of asphalt pavement materials are generally assessed using laboratory fatigue tests involving cyclic loading. For bituminous materials, these tests can be performed on different sample geometries, submitted to sinusoidal loading which can be imposed force or displacement. During these tests, the global stiffness, calculated by the ratio of force to displacement amplitudes, decreases, following a three stage evolution process ( fig. 1 ): Phase I shows a rapid evolution of the stiffness. It is followed by Phase II which corresponds to a more regular stiffness decrease. The specimen fracture then occurs in Phase III, due to strain localisation and macro crack propagation. During the first two phases of the fatigue tests, more deeply investigated in this paper, the stiffness decrease is then due to two major phenomena: the mechanical damage and the temperature increase due to viscous dissipation. The approach presented in this paper aims at simulating the load of stiffness during the fatigue loading history using a damage model, uncoupled from thermal effects which do not exist in the field. An elastic continuum damage model has been already developed [1] [2] under isothermal assumptions. The paper presents briefly this damage model and the experimental data to which it is applied. Then the way to describe stiffness decrease due to viscous dissipation is presented [3] and thermal effects are evaluated for tension compression and two point bending tested conditions. This allows to derive corrected fatigue data, with no thermal effect, assuming that the two phenomena are not coupled. The experimental corrected data and the model prediction are then tested for the different loading levels tested on tension compression tests.
Experimental data
Fatigue tests at constant displacement amplitude have been carried out on a single bituminous mix (0/6 mm dense asphalt concrete containing 6.4% of 50/70 pure bitumen) part of a current inter laboratory test program in the frame of the RILEM TC 180 PEB [4] . Tension compression tests have been carried out on cylindrical specimens (height=120 mm, diameter=80 mm) with constant displacement amplitudes corresponding to the following strain amplitudes: (80, 90, 100, 140, 150, 180 [µm/m]). Two points bending tests on trapezoidal samples (height=250mm, large clamped base=56 mm, small loaded base=25 mm and thickness=25 mm) have been performed at imposed displacement amplitudes leading to maximum strain amplitudes values of (140, 180, 220 [µm/m]). Both types of tests have been performed at 10 °C, 10 Hz. For each of these tests, the global stiffness decrease of the specimen has been recorded in function of the number of cycles applied.
Mechanical Damage modelling
The mathematical model used to describe the mechanical damage is an elasticity based damage model for fatigue [1] [2] . The evolution of damage is controlled by the definition of the equivalent strain ~. This paper uses the positive stresses induced strain definition, which is defined by:
where i refers to the principal values of the stresses, E 0 the Young modulus of the virgin material. For structural computation the nonlocal enhancement of the presented model is used replacing the equivalent strain value by the weighted average of the local equivalent strain taken over a region about the point considered: the nonlocal equivalent strain [5] . When the strain state is homogeneous over the specimen, like in tension-compression following applications, the integral expression is equal to the local equivalent strain ~. An evolution law rules the growth of damage. The damage rate is given as a function of the positive non-local equivalent strain rate written as:
where f(D) expresses the damage D history influence on its own evolution. A simple power law expression, as used by Paas [6] has been chosen.
This leads to a damage evolution law depending of 3 material parameters C, and .
The evolution law parameters are identified from the damage evolution recorded during the tension compression tests performed at constant strain amplitude a. Under these conditions, the model can then be written:
From this expression, it can be noticed that -( +1) corresponds to the slope of the curve in the loglog diagram. For our test results, and as shown on figure 6, is set as =6.1-1 5. This value of leads to the following values for the two other parameters: C=4.10 10 6 and =-2.25 corresponding to the model fit presented on figure 2. Figure 3 highlights a good agreement between this damage law and the experimental results for high strain levels. This points out the fact that the fitted damage law includes part of the thermal effect occurring during fatigue continuous tests. This is due to the use of which includes these thermal effects. However those thermal effects don't exist in the field, and it is then necessary to try to get rid of them in order to reach an intrinsic characterisation of fatigue damage. ]).
In order to do so, a thermomechanical approach is used to assess these thermal effects and their part on the stiffness decrease, in a non coupled process. This will allow to fit a new damage law on the corrected experimental results.
Evaluation of temperature increase during fatigue tests
Bituminous materials exhibit a viscoelastic behaviour which leads to energy dissipation during each loading cycle of the fatigue tests. This dissipated energy is transformed into heat leading to a temperature increase inside the specimen. The coupling between dissipated energy, thermal exchanges at the specimen boundaries and thermal properties of the material bring about a coupled thermomechanical process which leads to local and global stiffness decrease of the samples tested in fatigue. For recall, a 1°C rise may cause a 5% loss of stiffness for usual conditions of temperature and frequency of fatigue tests.
Writing K N , the stiffness of the sample for cycle N, K N , decreases during the tests from its initial value K 0 . The loss of stiffness can be noted as:
where C th corresponds to the loss of global stiffness due to thermal effects and D macro is the loss of stiffness due to damage.
The purpose of the thermomechanical approach presented here is to evaluate C th , assuming that both phenomena are independent in order to derive thermally corrected experimental data from the recorded curves. This coupled thermo-mechanical problem, without any damage has been treated and computed into the Finite Element program César-LCPC and the obtained results validated by Infrared thermography measurements for bituminous mixtures [3] . On the basis of this development, the stiffness decrease due to these thermo mechanical effects are evaluated for both tension compression and bending tests. The viscoelastic model used to describe bituminous mixtures behaviour is the so called Huet-Sayegh model [8] . It has been found since then to give a very accurate description of asphalt mixes complex modulus over a large range of temperatures and loading frequencies. The model relies on expression (5) which includes the wellknown "equivalence principle" between frequency and temperature:
E 0 and E are respectively the limit of the complex modulus when tends to 0 and infinity. K and h exponents such as 1 > h > k > 0, related respectively to the behavior of ratio E imag /E real when tends to infinity (resp. tends to 0). is a dimensionless constant. Function = ( ) is the characteristic time, function of temperature, which Huet and Sayegh suggest to approximate by an Arrhenius or Eyring type law: This leads to =55 W/m 2 /°C on the boundaries glued to metallic parts and a value depending on the experimental device for the free boundaries of the specimen: =20 W/m 2 /°C for bending tests [3] and =40 W/m 2 /°C for tension compression tests. The results of the simulation on tension compression tests are compared to thermal gauges measurements at the surface of the samples during fatigue tests and presented ( fig. 4) The good estimation of the surface temperature, allows to expect a correct estimation of the temperature field. 
Influence of thermomechanical effects on fatigue tests results
In order to characterise the thermomechanical effects on the stiffness decrease, damage and thermal effects are supposed to be non coupled . It is then possible to derive the expression giving the macroscopic damage "corrected" from the thermal effects:
It has to be pointed out that the thermal calculation made does not integrate the stiffness decrease due to damage occurring during fatigue tests. It thus leads to evaluate the maximum thermal correction which can be taken into account for the considered test conditions. Furthermore, the hypothesis on non coupled effects is less and less true as the damage grows, leading to a higher coupling between the two phenomena. However, this approach globally allows to evaluate these thermal effects and thus to be able to characterise in a more accurate manner the mechanical damage for high strain levels. The results obtained for high strain levels (166 10 -6 ) for one of the tension compression tests are given in figure (5) . It has to be pointed out that the corrected stiffness decrease curve remains non linear, which confirms the hypothesis of a non linear damage model made for the damage modelling . These corrected data also allow to draw a corrected fatigue line (failure criteria at 70% of the initial modulus in order to remain in the microcracking phase of the test) (figure 6). The corrected fatigue line is obtained by the presented uncoupled technique and shows a smaller slope. It can also be linked to other thermal correction techniques [7] which lead to the same tendencies. For bending tests, thermal coefficients (table 1) also show that the thermal effects are very small, even for high strain levels due to the much smaller volume of the specimen compared to the exchange surface, in bending tests than in tension compression tests.
thermal corrected damage predictions
According to equation (9) the damage model is fitted on the corrected data with the identification technique [2] . The value is fixed at =5.12-1 4 (figure 6). The least square fit procedure of the and C parameters is performed on the low level tests (80 10 -6 ) corrected stiffness values leading to =-2.26 and C=2.32 10 12 . At this level the both corrected and not corrected model give close results ( figure 7 ). This is due to the fact that few thermal effects are involved in these tests. Results presented figure 8 show the performances of the thermal corrected model for prediction of high level fatigue tests. The model then appears to be consistent according to the isothermal assumption and leads to intrinsic damage evaluation.
Conclusion
This simplified approach highlights the effect of the geometry on the thermal artefacts which affect the stiffness measures during asphalt mixes laboratory fatigue tests. Even if this uncoupled calculation leads to overestimate thermal effects, it allows to conclude on their contribution to the stiffness decrease. For the studied material and the tested laboratory fatigue conditions (10°C, 10 Hz), thermal effects remain under 4 percent of the global stiffness when the maximum strain value is below 100 10 -6
for tension compression test and 220 10 -6 for two point bending tests. In this range the thermal decrease remain small and an isothermal damage approach is reasonable. Nevertheless, the coefficient identification has to be done without including thermal artefact appearing for high strain levels. Thermal corrected data leads to a new fatigue slope value and new damage evolution parameter. Application of this isothermal damage model for higher strain is then possible and consistent with the thermal correction concept. It has to be pointed out that assumption of uncoupled damage and dissipation is less relevant when the damage and thermal field are both heterogeneous over the specimen. For uniaxial fatigue case, the agreement between the model and the thermal corrected data confirm the intrinsic character of the damage evolution parameters.
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